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Learning Goals
By the end of this lesson, you should be able to…
๏ Illustrate how software can cause inadvertent harm or amplify inequities
๏ Explain the role of software engineers in avoiding such harms
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Code of Ethics
Professional Engineers

Engineers, in the fulfillment of their professional duties, shall:
1.Hold paramount the safety, health, and welfare of the public.
2.Perform services only in areas of their competence.
3.Issue public statements only in an objective and truthful manner.
4.Act for each employer or client as faithful agents or trustees.
5.Avoid deceptive acts.
6.Conduct themselves honorably, responsibly, ethically, and lawfully 

so as to enhance the honor, reputation, and usefulness of the 
profession.

National Society of Professional Engineers - Code of Ethics for Engineers

https://www.nspe.org/resources/ethics/code-ethics


Professional Engineers: Citigroup Center

• Design met building code, 
but did not account for all 
failure modes

• Last-minute changes to 
construction increased odds 
of failure

• Fixed before disaster could 
strike, but kept a secret for 20 
years

“Citigroup Center” by Tdorante10, Wikimedia commons, CC BY-SA 4.0

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citicorp_Center_engineering_crisis

Code of Ethics

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Citicorp_Center_engineering_crisis


Badly-engineered software can kill people
Therac-25 (1985-1987)

• Bug in software caused 100x greater 
exposure to radiation than intended

• At least 6 died

• Likely far more suffered: deaths occurred 
over a period of 2 years!

• Weak accountability in manufacturer’s 
organization

“Therac-25” by Catalina Márquez, Wikimedia commons, CC BY-SA 4.0https://ethicsunwrapped.utexas.edu/case-study/therac-25

https://ethicsunwrapped.utexas.edu/case-study/therac-25


Code of Ethics

ACM’s Code of Ethics Software Engineers
1. PUBLIC – Software engineers shall act consistently with the public interest.

2. CLIENT AND EMPLOYER – Software engineers shall act in a manner that is in the best interests of their client and 
employer consistent with the public interest.

3. PRODUCT – Software engineers shall ensure that their products and related modifications meet the highest 
professional standards possible.

4. JUDGMENT – Software engineers shall maintain integrity and independence in their professional judgment.

5. MANAGEMENT – Software engineering managers and leaders shall subscribe to and promote an ethical approach to 
the management of software development and maintenance.

6. PROFESSION – Software engineers shall advance the integrity and reputation of the profession consistent with the 
public interest.

7. COLLEAGUES – Software engineers shall be fair to and supportive of their colleagues.

8. SELF – Software engineers shall participate in lifelong learning regarding the practice of their profession and shall 
promote an ethical approach to the practice of the profession.

1. PUBLIC – Software engineers shall act consistently with the public interest.

https://ethics.acm.org/code-of-ethics/software-engineering-code/

https://ethics.acm.org/code-of-ethics/software-engineering-code/


Equity and Software
As new as software engineering is, 

we’re newer still at understanding its impact on underrepresented 
people and diverse societies 

We must recognize imbalance of power between those who make 
development decisions that impact the world 

and those who simply must accept and live with those decisions that 
sometimes disadvantage already marginalized communities globally 
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Quote: “Software Engineering at Google: Lessons Learned from Programming Over Time,” Wright et al, 2020 (O’Reilly)



Recognize inequities in your software
One mark of an exceptional engineer is the ability to 

understand how products can advantage and 
disadvantage different groups of human beings

Engineers are expected to have technical aptitude, but they 
should also have the discernment to know when to build 

something and when not to

Demma Rodriguez
Head of Equity Engineering

Google
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Quote: “Software Engineering at Google: Lessons Learned from Programming Over Time,” Wright et al, 2020 (O’Reilly)



Recognize inequities in your software
๏ Good engineers understand how products can be weaponized to create harms 

in certain groups
๏ Microsoft failed with a chatbot that picked up the behavior people used…
๏ …they taught Tay to use offensive and racist language attacking jews
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Recognize inequities in your software
๏ Good engineers understand how products can be weaponized…
๏ Amazon failed with their AI hiring software…
๏ …it used 10 years of resumes to learn who should be hired
๏ …it learned to automatically reject the resumes of women
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Algorithmic sentencing discriminates
The COMPAS sentencing tool discriminates against black defendants 

11Analysis of Broward County data: “How We Analyzed the COMPAS Recidivism Algorithm” by Larson et al.

ALL WHITE DEFENDANTS BLACK DEFENDANTS

Labeled High Risk, 
But Didn’t Re-Offend 32% 23% 44%

Labeled Low Risk,
Yet Did Re-Offend 37% 47% 28%

https://www.propublica.org/article/how-we-analyzed-the-compas-recidivism-algorithm


Algorithmic bias discriminates
…against the poorest of us
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323777204578189391813881534

https://www.wsj.com/articles/SB10001424127887323777204578189391813881534


Training AI systems impacts climate

13“Energy and Policy Considerations for Deep Learning in NLP” 
by Strubell et al in ACL19https://www.theregister.com/2020/11/04/gpt3_carbon_footprint_estimate/

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.02243.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1906.02243.pdf
https://www.theregister.com/2020/11/04/gpt3_carbon_footprint_estimate/


UIs discriminate against differently-abled
Inclusivity and Accessibility: Domino’s Pizza LLC v. Robles
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“Domino’s Would Rather Go to the Supreme Court Than Make Its Website 
Accessible to the Blind” by Brenna Houck, Eater Detroit

https://www.eater.com/2019/7/25/8930669/dominos-supreme-court-website-accessible-blind-users
https://www.eater.com/2019/7/25/8930669/dominos-supreme-court-website-accessible-blind-users


Software evades regulation
Example: Volkswagen diesel emissions
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“How Volkswagen’s ‘Defeat Devices’ Worked” By Guilbert Gates, Jack Ewing, Karl Russell and Derek Watkins

https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2015/business/international/vw-diesel-emissions-scandal-explained.html


Bias is the Default
Example: Google Photos auto-tagging 
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-DGB-42522

https://www.wired.com/story/when-it-comes-to-gorillas-google-photos-remains-blind/

https://www.wsj.com/articles/BL-DGB-42522
https://www.wired.com/story/when-it-comes-to-gorillas-google-photos-remains-blind/


Reflecting on these examples
Personal philosophies and business cases
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More than don’t be evil
Engineering equitable software requires conscious effort
๏ How do we determine what “the right thing” is?
๏ How do we convince our investors/managers to take this action?
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How to mitigate harms in software?
What are you trying to solve?
๏ For every software you create, include a wide range of people to use it
๏ Including more people helps detect biases and harms
๏ Iterate your software throughout its entire life cycle. 
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How to write software for people 
that mitigates harm

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/uploads/prod/2020/03/Guidelines_summary_image@2x.png

http://www.microsoft.com/en-us/research/uploads/prod/2020/03/Guidelines_summary_image@2x.png










Where does this leave us?
So that we can sleep at night
๏ Consider the different ways that our software may impact others
๏ Consider the ways in which our software interacts with the political, social, and 

economic systems in which we and our users live
๏ Follow best practices, and actively push to improve them
๏ Encourage diversity in our development teams
๏ Engage in honest conversations with our co-workers and supervisors to explore 

possible ethical issues and their implications.
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Learning Goals
You should now be able to…
๏ Suggest how software can cause inadvertent harm or amplify inequities
๏ Explain why software engineers have a role to play in avoiding such harms
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Exercise
Team up and propose actionable ideas to re-design Amazon’s Hiring Software
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